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Abstract. Today, collaborative filtering techniques play a key role in many Web 2.0 applications. Currently, they are mainly used for business purposes such as product recommendation. Collaborative filtering also has potential for usage in “Social Semantic Web” e-learning applications in that the quality of a student provided solution can be heuristically determined by peers who review the solution, thus effectively disburdening the workload of teachers and tutors. This chapter presents a collaborative filtering algorithm which is specifically adapted for the requirements of e-learning applications. An empirical evaluation of the algorithm showed that the results of the collaborative filtering were more accurate than the self-assessment of the participants and that already four peer evaluations were generally enough to reach a satisfying accuracy. Based on these results, we developed a web based e-learning system (CITUC), which was successfully used in a university course in summer 2008. This chapter describes an evaluation of CITUC based on surveys, interviews and a detailed analysis of the system’s usage by students. Our conclusion is that Social Semantic Web applications such as CITUC, which enable learners to review and comment on peer solutions, have high potential as a support for classic academic teaching in larger classes.

Introduction

The term “Social Semantic Web” describes an emerging design approach for building and using Semantic Web applications which employs Social Software and Web 2.0 approaches. In Social Semantic Web systems, groups of humans are collaboratively building domain knowledge, aided by socio-semantic systems [1]. The collaboration process of the users in Social Semantic Web systems can have multiple purposes – among them are the group based structuring of a domain (creation of domain ontologies) and the collaborative classification of content (determination of properties of ontology elements). Both of these are potentially valuable in educational settings. While the former can be a technique for collaborative knowledge building through jointly structuring an unknown knowledge domain, including the discussion of domain concepts and relations, the latter allows for jointly annotating or evaluating learning materials [2] and for heuristically determining the quality of task solutions through a collaborative effort.

This chapter presents an example for the latter approach. We present a system which is based on collaborative filtering (CF) algorithms [3]. This family of algorithms, which provide an essential base for the Web 2.0, is characterized by associations between users and system artifacts which are determined by explicit or implicit user actions and which are used to provide system services. Prominent examples for those associations are book orders at amazon.com, the input of user profiles in online dating
sites as well as the tagging of pictures at flickr.com. All these applications have in common that the saved associations are used to recommend artifacts (books, potential partners, pictures, etc.). Although the calculation details vary between the systems, the underlying principle – the use of user information to assess or recommend artifacts in the system – is the same. In educational Social Semantic Web systems, CF algorithms have application potential: The quality of a student’s task solution can be determined heuristically by assessments of other students (peer reviews) via CF techniques. In this case, the objective of the CF algorithm lies less in the calculation of a potential fit between users and artifacts (like in classical application areas) than rather in the estimation of a solution’s quality. Such an approach is not unproblematic. Typical points of critique concerning a peer review approach in education are related to the students’ lack of knowledge and experience in assessing task solutions and to the risks of intentional manipulation [4], [5]. Yet, this approach also has a lot of advantages in practice. It disburdens teachers and tutors from a lot of assessment tasks and at the same time it provides the possibility for students to train their evaluating and critiquing skills by assessing other students’ solutions. If there are tasks which allow for more than one correct solution, then students have a chance to get to know different acceptable approaches and perceptions and have to compare them, which is beneficial for learning. Also, students can potentially empathize with other learners’ problems easier and understand reasons for wrong task solutions sometimes better than experts, which can make their reviews sometimes more valuable than those of experts [6].

In summary, CF algorithms have potential as a tool in Social Semantic Web e-learning systems: they can allow learners to evaluate and annotate peer solutions and to build a semantic system heuristics based on multiple peer reviews. Literature shows that the resulting, collaboratively built, heuristics, could even lead to better annotations and evaluations of solutions than one single expert could do [7], [8]. In this chapter, we describe a CF heuristics which is especially designed for e-learning applications and the CITUC e-learning system which implements the heuristics in a practical context.

1. Collaborative Filtering in Existing Frameworks

In spite of their potential, CF mechanisms have only been rarely used in the e-learning sector until now, and there have only been a few empirical studies about the effectiveness of these methods.

One of the few existing systems is the web-based PeerGrader (PG) [9]. The purpose of this tool is to help students improve their skills by reviewing and grading solutions of their fellow students blindly. PG works in the following way: First, the students get a task list and each student chooses a task. Next, the students submit their solutions to the system, where they are read by another student who then provides feedback in form of textual comments. After that, the authors modify their solutions based on the comments they have received, and re-submit their modified solutions again to the system, where they will be reviewed by other students. Then, the solutions’ authors grade each review with respect to whether it was helpful or not. Finally, the system calculates grades for all student solutions. One of PG’s strengths is to provide students with high-quality feedback also in ill-defined [10] homework tasks that do not have clear-cut gold standard solutions (such as design problems). This kind of feedback could not be generated automatically. A disadvantage is the time required for the system to work effectively: due to the complexity of the reviewing process and the
textual comments, the evaluation of a single student answer is very time consuming. This may cause student drop-outs and deadline problems [9]. Also, studies with PG revealed problems with getting feedback of high quality. An evaluation of subjective usefulness showed that the system was appreciated by its users [9], yet a systematic comparison of PG scores to expert grades has not been conducted.

A newer web-based collaborative filtering system is the Scaffolded Writing and Rewriting in the Discipline (SWoRD) system [8], [11]. SWoRD addresses the problem that in the writing discipline, homework solutions are often long texts, which cannot be reviewed in detail by a teacher for time reasons. Because of this, students do often not receive any detailed feedback on their solutions at all. Having such feedback would be beneficial for students though, since they could use it to improve their future work. To address this problem, SWoRD relies on Social Semantic Web techniques (peer reviews). An evaluation showed that the participants benefitted from multi-peers’ feedback more than from single-peer’s or single expert’s feedback [8].

A different approach is used by the LARGO system [12], where students create graphs of US Supreme Court oral arguments. Within LARGO, collaborative scoring is employed for a group based assessment of the quality of “decision rules” student have included in their diagrams. Since this assessment involves interpretation of legal argument in textual form, it cannot be automated reasonably and is thus an ideal field for Social Semantic Web techniques. While the overall LARGO system has been tested in law schools and shown to help lower-aptitude learners [12], [13], empirical studies to test the educational effectiveness of the specific collaborative scoring components have not been conducted.

Another area where collaborative filtering has been used in educational technology systems is the recommendation of learning resources. The system Altered Vista (AV) [2] provides a database in which user evaluations of web-based learning resources are stored. Users can browse the reviews of others and can get personalized learning resource recommendations from the system. In contrast to the other systems mentioned before, AV does not aim to support learners directly by giving them feedback on their work. Instead, AV provides an indirect learning support in which (presumably) suitable learning tools are recommended. A survey-based evaluation of AV showed a predominant positive feedback, but also identified issues with the system’s incentive and with regard to privacy [2].

In summary, the relatively few educational technology systems with collaborative filtering components all have an underlying algorithm to determine solution quality based on collaborative scoring. Yet, existing systems are often specialized for a particular application area such as legal argumentation (LARGO), writing skills training (SWoRD), or educational resource recommendation (AV), or they involve a rather complicated and long-term review process (SWoRD, PG).

2. Collaborative Filtering Heuristics

Based on the results of the existing e-learning systems reviewed above, we can state that the use of a combination of CF and peer reviews promises a benefit for classic environment. Yet, the existing systems have limitations in terms of generality and practical applicability. For this purpose we developed a heuristics which combines some of the features of PG, LARGO and SWoRD. Details of the CF heuristics will be
described in the following - the main differences between our heuristics and the existing systems are:

- It is not constrained to a specified task area like the education of writing skills (SWoRD) or the education of argumentation in law (LARGO).
- There are no time-consuming re-writing phases and only short quality assessments on a Likert scale, but no detailed textual reviews.
- In our heuristics, peer assessments have an impact on the person who grades as well as on the solution that is graded.

2.1. Algorithm

The CF heuristics consists of two components – a base rating and an evaluation rating, which are finally merged into a quality rating. Figure 1 illustrates the workflow: In the first step a student works on a task and provides a solution. After that he assesses a couple of alternative solutions (in our lab study 3) for the same task. Based on his assessments, the heuristics calculates a first rating, the base rating, which is a result of the deviation between the solutions’ quality ratings and the student’s assessments. In the third step, other students assess the new solution, which results in the evaluation rating. Finally, the heuristics calculates the quality rating of the new solution based on the base rating and the evaluation rating. The underlying formulae for the base rating, the evaluation rating and the final quality rating will be described in more detail in the next subsections.

![Heuristics workflow](image)

**Figure 1. Heuristics’ workflow**

2.1.1. Base Rating

Based on the assumption that a student who can classify the quality of given alternative solutions correctly is also able to provide a high-quality solution himself, the heuristics first calculates a base rating for a student’s solution. Once a student provided n assessments \( w_j, \ldots, w_n \) for n other student’s solutions (which have quality ratings, i.e. system’s classification, of \( q_1, \ldots, q_n \) themselves), the base rating is calculated by:
\[ b = 1 - \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left| w_i - q_i \right| \]  

(1)

Here it is important to note that we tested two variants of the heuristics: variant N (normal) allowed only coarse-grain assessments of 0 (bad) and 1 (good) for all elements \( w_i \), while system variant D (detailed) allowed a more fine-grain assessment in steps of 0.1. Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the different ways of assessment in the two algorithm variants.

\[ \text{Figure 2. Solution assessment (variant N)} \]

\[ \text{Figure 3. Solution assessment (variant D)} \]

\[ ^1 \text{The original user interface was in German language (for this figure and all others).} \]
An example of how the algorithm works: Let’s assume that, as shown in Figure 3, a student assesses the three given alternative solutions with scores \( w_1 = 0.5 \), \( w_2 = 0.1 \) and \( w_3 = 0.9 \). If the current system internal quality ratings of these three solutions (see section 2.1.3) are \( q_1 = 0.5 \), \( q_2 = 0.05 \) and \( q_3 = 0.95 \), then the base rating \( b \) for the student who makes the assessments is:

\[
b = 1 - \frac{1}{3} \sum_{i=1}^{3} |w_i - q_i| = 1 - \frac{1}{3} [0.5 - 0.5 + 0.1 - 0.05 + 0.9 - 0.95] = 0.97
\]  

(2)

This high base rating results from the fact that the student assessed the given solutions as correctly as possible (as compared to the quality rating). According to the assumption, he was thus probably able to provide a high-quality solution himself.

2.1.2. Evaluation Rating

The second component of the heuristics is the evaluation rating. Once a student has provided his solution (and has assessed some peer solutions), it is presented to other students to be assessed. All assessments get collected and averaged. Here, a weighting of assessments is made where assessments of better students get a higher weight. Thus, the evaluation rating is calculated as:

\[
e = \frac{1}{\sum_{i=1}^{s} q_i} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{s} w_i q_i \right)
\]  

(3)

To illustrate the weighting, here is another example: Assume a solution gets four assessments \( w_1 = 0.9 \), \( w_2 = 0.2 \), \( w_3 = 0.4 \) and \( w_4 = 0.5 \) from students whose own solutions have internal system quality ratings of \( q_1 = 0.8 \), \( q_2 = 0.1 \), \( q_3 = 0.3 \) and \( q_4 = 0.7 \). Then, the evaluation rating \( e \) for the assessed solution is:

\[
e = \frac{1}{\sum_{i=1}^{4} q_i} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{4} w_i q_i \right) = \frac{1}{1.9} [0.9 \cdot 0.8 + 0.2 \cdot 0.1 + 0.4 \cdot 0.3 + 0.5 \cdot 0.7] \approx 0.63
\]  

(4)

The first assessment gets a higher weight than the others because the student who provided it has a higher quality rating as compared to the others. His opinion is thus considered as more important than the other students’ opinions by the system heuristics.

2.1.3. Quality Rating

Finally, the base rating and the evaluation rating are combined to a quality rating. The evaluation rating gets weighted dependent on the number of received assessments \( p \) for a solution. Its impact thus increases with an increasing number of assessments. The formula contains a constant \( c \) which corresponds to the number of presented alternative solutions in the dialog (see Figures 2 and 3). In our example, we have \( c=3 \) and \( p=4 \). Thus, the quality rating is calculated by:
\[
q = \frac{c}{p+c} b + \frac{p}{p+c} e = \frac{3}{4+3} 0.97 + \frac{4}{4+3} 0.63 = 0.73
\]  

(5)

2.2. Implementation

We developed a Java and XML based system to test the CF heuristics. After an initial login to the system, students go through the following phases as they use the system:

1. Work on task
2. Assess three alternative solutions for the just completed task (Figures 2 and 3)
3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 as long as there are tasks to complete
4. Self-assessment of their own solutions’ qualities

Figure 4 shows the user interface with a sample task (in this case a task on Java programming) from the lab study we describe in section 2.4 in more detail. The users got a given text, a question as well as a time limit and a character limit for their solution. The limits were used as orientation guide for what kind of solution was expected.

![User Interface](image)

Figure 4. User interface

2.3. Research Questions

To test whether our CF heuristics algorithm actually works, we investigated the following research questions:

1. Does the heuristics correctly classify students’ solutions in comparison to a manual grading of human experts? This point is of course fundamental.
2. Is the level of detail which is available in the peer assessments important? This point is interesting since it is probably easier for students to perform a coarse-grain assessment (like right or wrong) than a fine-grain assessment (like an assessment on a 10pt Likert scale).

3. Does the heuristics’ performance dominate the participants’ self-assessment in comparison to a manual expert’s assessment? This aspect is interesting, because a participant’s self-assessment is usually much easier to get than multiple peer ratings.

4. Will the estimation quality of the heuristics improve with a growing number of peer assessments? This is typical for CF algorithms in other domains so that we hypothesize that it will improve. The critical part of the question is the number of assessments which is needed to achieve sufficient quality. If the number is low, then the algorithm will also be applicable in small learning groups where only few peer assessments are possible.

5. Does the heuristics’ estimation quality depend on the task type? While for well-defined tasks, students only have to compare between the right solution and the solution to be assessed (if the student knows the right solution), more work is required for ill-defined tasks where students have to think about other students’ viewpoints, since multiple solutions could be acceptable. Thus it is a priori unclear if the heuristics will be suitable also for those task types.

2.4. Study Description

To answer the research questions, we conducted a controlled lab study in May 2008 at Clausthal University of Technology with 45 participants, including 18 female and 27 male students. The participants were assigned randomly to the two system variants D and N, resulting in 7 female and 15 male participants in variant N and 11 female and 12 male participants in variant D. The participants were volunteers from different domains (e.g., computer sciences, physics or business) in different stages of their studies, i.e. there were first semester bachelor students as well as advanced diploma and PhD students. All participants were recruited via public announcements on the local newsgroups or e-mail lists and were paid for their time. The students had to work on 12 tasks from various knowledge areas. The tasks were of the following types:

1. Text summaries
2. Text interpretations
3. Knowledge tests without possibility to guess
4. Knowledge tests with possibility to guess

In the first task type (text summaries), the participants got articles dealing with different topics (e.g. a text about Second Life). These articles differed in their level of complexity and required, at least in parts, domain-specific knowledge to get the main points, which had to be summarized in a short text. The second task type (text interpretations) focused a fact-based news article about the take-over of DoubleClick by Google. The participants were asked to mention and discuss possible concerns towards privacy of customers based on the facts in the text. The third task type (knowledge tests without possibility to guess) consisted of five tasks where guessing was not possible (e.g. the calculation of a derivative of a function to calculate the slope at a given coordinate).
The fourth and final task type (knowledge tests with possibility to guess) consisted of problems which could at least be approximated by logical deduction even without specific domain-knowledge. An example here was the estimation of the population of Austria by means of a text about the size of the country.

The students had an overall time limit of 75 minutes. Furthermore, each task had a character limit as well as a time limit (see section 2.2). All participants were instructed to assess alternative solutions even if they did not know the correct solution for a task. To solve the cold-start problem [14] and offer alternative solutions also for the first participants who took part in the study, we provided 3 alternative solutions of different quality per task.

2.5. Results

To evaluate the results of the heuristics, all solutions were manually graded independently by two human experts (a professor of computer science and an advanced graduate student) on a scale from 0 to 10. To check whether the human grader’s assessments were similar (if human graders disagree, then a realistic baseline for the heuristics is hard to define), we first calculated inter-rater reliability based on Cronbach’s Alpha [15].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task Group</th>
<th>( \alpha )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Text summaries</td>
<td>0.834</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Text interpretations</td>
<td>0.888</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Knowledge tests without possibility to guess</td>
<td>0.982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Knowledge tests with possibility to guess</td>
<td>0.932</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As Table 1 shows, of the agreement between the two graders was acceptable (and even excellent for the knowledge tests). Therefore, we averaged both human grader’s scores and used the resulting “human grading” as a baseline for comparisons to the self-assessment of the students and to the results of the systems’ quality rating.

As a next step, we needed to define what we consider as an acceptable level of deviation between the system’s quality rating and the human grading. In this context, it is important to note that despite their overall agreement, the human graders still had slight differences between their grading, especially in the more ill-defined tasks. Thus it is not realistic to define the acceptable level of deviation as 0.0: This was achieved between the human graders only in 44.6% of the cases. Considering the fact that a random system assessment would have led to an expectation value for the difference of \( E[X] = 0.33 \) and a static default value of 0.5 would have led to an expectation value of 0.25 in theory and to \( E[X] = 0.305 \) (in variant D) and \( E[X] = 0.29 \) (in variant N) for our data set, we set the maximum acceptable deviation to 0.2. This choice is supported by the agreement between the human graders, who differed by more than 0.1 in 21.2% of the cases, but by more than 0.2 only in 11.5% of the cases. Using a limit of 0.2 thus, in our view, is an acceptable compromise between being unrealistically strict (so that even humans would not agree to this extent) and overly relaxed (so that even guessing would fulfill the criteria).
2.5.1. General Heuristics’ Quality

To analyze the overall quality of the heuristics, we compared the average deviation between system score and human grading to the number of assessments. Figure 5 gives an overview about both systems variants.

![Figure 5. Heuristics quality measured by average difference between system score and human grading](image)

The ordinate shows the average deviation between system’s quality rating and the human grading, while the abscissa shows the minimal number of assessments a solution received. An example: The average difference between the system’s quality rating and the human grading was 0.25 in variant N when only considering those solutions which had been assessed at least once.

Based on the quality threshold of 0.2 discussed above, Figure 5 shows that both variants of the heuristics provided acceptable results when a sufficient number of assessments were available. This was independent of the educational background (including their major topic and semester) of the participants. Thus we can answer our first research question: The heuristics is able to classify solutions correctly. As expected, Figure 5 also shows that the average deviation between heuristics and human grading decreases continuously with an increasing number of available peer assessments, resulting in an improved prediction quality of the heuristics (research question 4). Four (variant D) to five (variant N) assessments of participants were enough to achieve a prediction quality which differed from the human grade by not more than 0.2. Yet, Figure 5 also shows that the heuristics’ quality is not sufficient if it is based only on the base rating, i.e. if there are no assessments from the participants’. We will discuss this later in section 2.6.

2.5.2. Influence of Assessment’s Granularity

Next, we checked how the degree of granularity that was available for the peer assessments influenced the resulting heuristics’ quality (research question 2). As Figure 5 suggests, there is no significant difference between both variants. This was confirmed by an ANOVA: The differences between the system’s quality rating and the human grading were statistically not significant, i.e. F (1, 538) = 2.69, p > 0.1 for all solutions and F (1, 31) = 0.71, p > 0.4 for solutions with six or more assessments. Since both variants provided sufficient results and did not differ significantly, we used the combined results of both variants (D+N) in the following.
2.5.3. Heuristics Quality vs. Self-Assessment

To investigate whether the heuristics outperforms the participants’ self-assessments (research question 3), we compared their average deviation to the experts’ grades.

![Figure 6. Average deviation between system’s quality heuristics and participants’ self-assessment](image)

As shown in Figure 6, the heuristics outperformed the participants’ self-assessments when three or more assessments were available for a solution. A t-test showed that this result is statistically significant (p < 0.05 for solutions with at least 4 assessments).

2.5.4. Task Group Dependency

Finally, we looked at the differences of the heuristics’ quality between the four different task types (research question 5). As Figure 7 illustrates, the system provided satisfying results in all task groups, however it took more peer assessments for text summaries and for knowledge tests with possibility to guess. An ANOVA however showed that the differences between the task types were not statistically significant (p>0.5).

![Figure 7. Results of system’s quality heuristics depending on task group](image)

2.6. Discussion

Overall, the pilot study confirmed our expectations. The collaborative filtering heuristics provided acceptable quality assessments for participants’ solutions when enough, i.e. four to five, assessments were available. Confirming findings in literature [11], [16], the participants’ self-assessments were qualitatively beaten by the peer
assessments. The heuristics turned out to be adequate for different types of tasks, starting from well-structured knowledge tests, where solutions could be checked automatically, to ill-defined tasks like interpretations of rather complicated texts.

Contrary to our expectations, both variants (D and N) were on a similar quality level – so it did not make a difference whether peer grades were given on a coarse grain scale or on a fine grain scale. One possible explanation for this might be the fact that, while variant N did not allow for “medium” ratings, students in variant D tended to prefer less extreme scores (like 0.7 to 0.9 for good solutions and 0.3 to 0.1 for bad solutions). This finally led to a need for more assessments in variant D to achieve extreme scores of <0.2 or >0.8.

One aspect of the heuristics that was not confirmed by our study is related to the base rating. In section 2.1.1, the heuristic’s base rating was described: Based on the assumption that a student who can classify the quality of a given solution correctly is able to provide a high-quality solution himself, the base rating assigns a first quality score to a student’s solution even though it has not been reviewed by peers yet. Unfortunately, our analysis showed that this goal could not be fully achieved. Figure 8 shows the average deviation between the base rating and the human grading for both system variants. We compared it to a default initial value of 0.5 which results in an average difference to the human grading of 0.305 in variant D 0.29 in variant N. As the diagram shows, the base rating delivered comparable results to a default initial value in variant N and even worse results in variant D. Thus, theoretically, the base rating formula could have been replaced by a constant to improve system’s quality.

Figure 8. Comparison between base rating quality and default initial values, measured by average deviation to the human grading

But the base rating formula can be improved. In the study it became apparent that the major weakness of the base rating lies in its lack of achieving extreme (especially extremely low) scores. In variant D, there were 142 solutions which got a human grading of < 0.5. However, there were only 14 solutions which got a base rating of less than 0.5. In variant N, this effect was less extreme but still observable (137 to 86). The main reason for this effect can be found in the combination of alternative solutions. The problem lies is the following: Assume a participant got three solutions with quality ratings of 1.0, 0.67 and 0.0. Based on the worst imaginable assessment, i.e. 0.0, 0.0 and 1.0, the base rating results in:

\[
b = 1 - \frac{1}{3} \sum_{i=1}^{3} (w_i - q_i) = 1 - \frac{1}{3} [1.0 - 0.0] + [0.67 - 0.00] + [0.0 - 1.0] \approx 0.11 \tag{6}
\]
Thus we know that it is not possible to achieve a lower score than 0.11 for the base rating in this constellation – this gets worse the more medium the quality ratings of the solutions to be graded are. In variant D, this problem is amplified by the participants’ trend to avoid extreme assessments (as discussed before). Concretely, the lowest base rating achieved in our study in variant N was 0.14, and it was 0.31 in variant D. Hence here is potential for improvements.

3. The CITUC System

Based on the promising results of the lab study, our next step was to develop an e-learning system for practical use to test the heuristics in a more realistic setting. The resulting system called CITUC (Collective Intelligence @ Technical University of Clausthal) was intended to support students in their preparation for a final exam without increasing the workload of tutors.

3.1. System Modifications

To improve the base rating (cf. section 2.6), the algorithm was changed in a way that allows for achieving extreme scores independently of the quality ratings of the alternative solutions to be graded (even if they are near to 0.5). Thus we modified the base rating formula in the following way:

$$b_{new} = 1 - \frac{1}{n} \sum_{j \neq i} \frac{|w_i - q_j|}{\max(q_i, 1 - q_j)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

The advantage here is that it is possible to achieve extreme scores due to the linear scaling. Therefore, base ratings from 0.0 or 1.0 are always possible. To illustrate this: Assume there are solutions with quality ratings of $q_1 = 0.35$, $q_2 = 0.6$ and $q_3 = 1.0$. The worst ratings a user might make here are $w_1 = 1.0$, $w_2 = 0.0$ and $w_3 = 0.0$. In the old base rating this would have led to a base rating $b_{old}$:

$$b_{old} = 1 - \frac{1}{3} \sum_{j \neq i} |w_i - q_j| = 1 - \frac{1}{3} ( |0.35 - 1.0| + |0.6 - 0.0| + |1.0 - 0.0| ) = 0.25$$ \hspace{1cm} (8)

This user would thus have got a far too high base rating score (0.25) with respect to his poor assessments. The new base rating $b_{new}$ corrects for this:

$$b_{new} = 1 - \frac{1}{3} \sum_{j \neq i} \frac{|w_i - q_j|}{\max(q_i, 1 - q_j)} = 1 - \frac{1}{3} \left( \frac{|0.35 - 1.0|}{\max(0.35; 0.65)} + \frac{|0.6 - 0.0|}{\max(0.6; 0.4)} + \frac{|1.0 - 0.0|}{\max(1; 0)} \right) = 0.00$$ \hspace{1cm} (9)

Another starting point for improvements is to offer the option to skip tasks if a student is not able to provide at least a basic solution. This appeared repeatedly in the lab study for the task type 3: knowledge tests without possibility to guess. Here, it was possible to get a high base rating by lucky guessing. This led to mistakes in the system’s heuristic which lasted until enough peer assessments were available to filter this failure out. To exemplify: In some cases, solutions like “no idea” got a high base
rating due to “good guessing”. This then led to a low base rating for other participants who correctly assessed this solution as bad.

This propagation of mistakes could have been avoided by giving a possibility to skip tasks. In our concrete use case for CITUC (helping with the preparation for a final exam), a required sequential working through tasks would be misplaced. The problem described here was solved by allowing students a free choice among tasks to work on.

Based on the results presented in section 2.5, the number of solutions which had to be assessed by students was set to 5 to get a more reliable quality rating. We also opted for using the system variant D because this provided slightly better results in ill-defined tasks (text interpretations) and results of similar quality in the other categories.

3.2. CITUC System Description

CITUC was implemented as a web based system using PHP and a relational database for data storage. In addition to the “core functions” of entering and assessing solutions, the system offered facilities to comment solutions, to exchange private messages (for private call backs to comments) and e-mail notifications as awareness messages once new tasks, messages or comments were available or if there were new solutions for tasks that a student had already completed. After the login to the system by an anonymous identification number, the portal presented students some personalized awareness messages and a menu with options what to do next (see Figure 9).

![Figure 9. CITUC: User-interface with awareness information](image)

The most important point in the menu is the work on the tasks. After selecting it, the user will get a list of all tasks that the system offers (set up by a tutor or by other users) so that he can choose which task he wants to work on. After providing a solution
for the task (see Figure 10), the user will see alternative solutions from other students, anonymously presented. Analog to the study’s variant D, he has to assess these solutions on a scale from 0 (poor) to 10 (good). In addition, he has the possibility to add comments to each solution to help the respective author of the presented solution to recognize his possible mistakes (see Figure 11).

![Figure 10. CITUC: Working on task](image10)

For each completed task, the user can take a look at all other solutions with their quality ratings and their comments for the respective task. Here, it is possible for the users to communicate via private messages or to add further comments.

![Figure 11. CITUC: Assessment of alternative solutions](image11)

As indicated before, the system offers students to enter tasks. This option was included to allow students to enter problems they may have had encountered during their exam preparation (to see how other students deal with these problems).
Nevertheless there is a roles management: the system differentiates between administrators, tutors and students. The first two groups have access to all tasks with their solutions and comments (see tutor area in Figure 9).

3.3. Research Questions

In our research, we focused on the investigation of the following questions:

1.) To what extent is the heuristics’ quality rating ready for use in practice? Does a usage in a real context confirm the results from the previous lab study?

2.) Does the system have the potential to replace classical tutorials for exam preparation? Is the student’s motivation to use the system on a voluntary basis sufficient, (usage frequency) is CITUC considered as helpful by the users (usage quality), and does it actually help students (effectiveness)?

3.4. Study Description

The CITUC system was used in the course “Business Information Systems II: Modeling of Information Systems” at Clausthal University of Technology in summer 2008. The course was attended by Business Information Systems students as well as Management and Economics students in the first semesters.

The system was made available after a short introduction in the last course lecture. It was available for approximately six weeks until the day of the course exam. The participation was voluntary. To motivate the students to use CITUC, e-mail reminders were sent at intervals of 2 weeks. 98 users were finally registered in the system, 85 students took part in the final exam. Overall, there were 50 tasks in the system: 22 of them were known to the students since they were taken from previous tutorials (they were put in to familiarize the students with the system) and 27 new tasks were explicitly marked as exam preparation tasks. One task was entered by a student. A few days before the final exam, the participants were asked to fulfill an online survey to assess the CITUC system. 29 of the 98 students participated in this.

3.5. Results

The following sections summarize the results of the system’s evaluation parted according to the research questions, i.e. (1) performance of the heuristics in real settings, (2a) usage frequency of the system, and (2b) system’s quality and effectiveness.

3.5.1. Performance of the Heuristics

To investigate the heuristics’ classification performance, we looked at the 30 worst and 30 best solutions (according to the system’s quality rating). Among the 30 worst solutions, there were 83% “spam”, i.e. solutions like “foo”. These “spam” answers were given by students who, apparently, wanted to look at other student’s solutions (and had to provide their own one to do so). Therefore we can note that the heuristics is capable to filter out this kind of spam successfully. The remaining other solutions, in the “poorest 30” were classified correctly as being of low quality, too. Within this “poorest 30” set, the mean value of the quality ratings was m=0.087 (sd=0.034) and the
mean value of the according base rating was $m=0.238$ (sd=0.179), which indicates that the base rating was improved as compared to the lab study. A similar picture was drawn when looking at the top 30 solutions. Among them, there was a single spam solution with a high base rating, which could be ascribed to excellent guessing on the student’s side, but this solution did not receive any other assessments of other students until the end (it was one of the last ones entered), so that the base rating was the only available score. The other 29 solutions in the “top 30” set were classified correctly and received 5 assessments each. The mean quality rating value in this set was $m=0.914$ (sd=0.025). The mean value of the base rating was $m=0.747$ (sd=0.139). Thus, the heuristics confirmed the results of the lab study, but now even the base rating provided very good classifications.

3.5.2. Frequency of Use

As Figures 12 and 13 show, the system was used mainly during the last 1.5 weeks before the final exam. The last day before the exam had most logins (see Figure 12) and most provided solutions (see Figure 13) at the last day before the final exam. The small peaks in the system’s use in the first days of use as well as after two weeks can be explained by the reminder emails. We conclude from this usage pattern that a pure voluntary use of the system was – at least within this course – a sufficient motivation for the students to use the tool during the exam preparation phase (yet not throughout a longer period).

![Figure 12. CITUC: Logins per day](image1)

![Figure 13. CITUC: Provided solutions per day](image2)

Figure 13 also shows the main advantage of the system as compared to the existing approaches (PG, SWoRD): Even solutions which were posted at the last day got
feedback via comments and system ratings. Thus, nearly all students (but the last one) received feedback until the “last minute”.

3.5.3. Students' Opinions

The results of the online survey show that the students found the system useful. They graded it with \( m=3.89 \) (sd=0.766, \( n=26 \)) on a scale from 1 (very useless) to 5 (very useful). The question about the usefulness of the comment function drew a similar picture (\( m=3.556 \), sd=0.974, \( n=27 \)). To the question if the CITUC system is a good preparation for the final exam 18 students voted for “yes”, while 3 students voted for “no”. It is important to note that the latter ones did not use the system at all, i.e. they registered to the system, but did not work on even one single task. A question about usability of the system resulted in an average value of \( m=3.704 \) (sd=0.993, \( n=27 \)).

We noticed that not all students understood the sense of the system. A few of them thought in the “traditional” pattern where students work on a task and after that a tutor corrects their solutions or at least presents sample solutions. These students repeatedly asked for sample solutions, even if there were solutions in the system with an excellent score and content. Only after a written confirmation of a tutor that the online solution provided by another student was correct, they believed in it. So they wanted a clear sign that a solution is some kind of sample solution.

3.5.4. Tutor’s Opinion

An interview with the course tutor showed that he believed that his workload was approximately equal to before (where he held classical tutorials instead of feeding tasks into CITUC), but the main advantage in the CITUC system was the possibility to handle more tasks than in a 90 minutes tutorial. In the tutor’s opinion, the utility of CITUC was confirmed. Furthermore, he stated that the system allowed for addressing specific weaknesses “on the fly” during the course, which is not always possible in classical tutorial groups which have to be planned in advance. Concerns were mentioned by the tutor with respect to of solution assessment: He was not sure about whether students would also provide high-quality assessments if the tasks were more complicated and the solutions were longer. In our current setting we could not confirm or falsify this point, because most of the tasks were rather short.

3.5.5. System Effectiveness

Out of the 98 registered users in the CITUC system, 79 took part in the final exam. Overall there were 85 participants in the final exam, i.e. 6 participants did not register in the system. The achieved average score of all participants were 3.282, the average result of the CITUC users was 3.266 and there were no significant differences between students majoring in different topics. The correlation between the number of logins to the system and the exam’s results was \( r=-0.1546 \), while it was \( r=-0.1504 \) between provided solutions in the system and exam’s results. Both values suggest a trend in the desired direction (higher grade of use would lead to a better exam’s result), but are clearly not statistically significant.

We investigated deeper and classified the users into active (more than average use) and passive users (no usage or less than average usage) dependent on their grade of

\[ 2 \]

\( ^2 \) 1 = A (very good), 2 = B (good), 3 = C (satisfying), 4 = D (sufficient), 5 = E (insufficient)
activity. Furthermore we divided the active users into three subgroups, i.e. low, medium and high, as shown in Table 2.

**Table 2. CITUC user classification by means of their rate of use**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Rate of Use</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>#</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>passive use</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>≤ 7 solutions, 4 logins</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>active use</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low</td>
<td>≥ 7 solutions, 4 logins</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>medium</td>
<td>≥ 14 solutions, 8 logins</td>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high</td>
<td>≥ 28 solutions, 16 logins</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Out of the 45 active users, 44 took part at the exam. 41 passive users participated in the exam (35 of 53 with system logins, plus 6 who never logged in). The average result of the active users was 2.993 (sd = 1.344) compared to the passive users’ result of 3.57 (sd = 1.42). Thus the latter clearly achieved a worse result. Again, this is not statistically significant, but still a noteworthy trend.

The failure rate was analogue: 20.4% of the active users failed in the exam, as compared to 45.71% of the passive users. Clearly, these findings are of correlational (not causal) nature, and the exam results depends on multiple factors beyond CITUC usage, but these results might be seen as indication that the system has some educational value.

4. Conclusion

The CITUC system, presented in this paper, is an example of a system which allows a student group to collaboratively build knowledge by classifying and annotating various (student provided) solutions to problems. CITUC uses CF algorithms in combination with peer reviews to address tutor workload issues in learning environments. In a controlled lab study, the CITUC heuristics provided ratings of sufficient quality (as compared to expert provided grades) and outperformed the participants’ self assessments significantly when four or more assessments for each solution were available. The heuristics also proved its suitability for daily use beyond the limit of the study and provided persuasive classification results of student solutions in a field study. It thus has application potential for Social Semantic Web systems. Problems were identified in a lack of motivation to use the system among the students (apart from the last 2 weeks before the exam) as well as in the use of backdoors to get access to other students’ solutions without providing content oneself. CITUC was assessed as helpful by the students and by the tutor, and an active usage of CITUC was correlated with better exam results.
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